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BTC MINING POOLS SEE 15% HASHRATE DROP
AMID CONTINUOUS RAINSTORMS IN CHINA
by Wolfie Zhao, writing for Coindesk
Major Chinese mining pools are each seeing daily hashrate drops of between
10% and 20% following continuous rainstorms in Sichuan, a mountainous
region that is estimated to have over 50% of Bitcoin network’s total
computing power, has been hit by heavy rainstorms since last week, which
peaked over the last two days.

WELCOME
JAPAN’S TOP HR FIRM IS WORKING ON A
BLOCKCHAIN-BASED RECRUITMENT APP
by Helen Partz, writing for Cointelegraph
Persol Group, one of the largest human resource companies in Japan,
has partnered with major Japanese IT and electronics company, NEC
Corporation, to build a new blockchain-powered recruiting platform.

GERMANY IS
QUIETLY
BECOMING THE
WORLD’S CRYPTO
SUPERPOWER
by Tony Toro, writing for
Be In Crypto

The German Finance
Ministry has drafted a bill
that will update its legal
framework regarding
securities. The bill targets

JAPAN LAUNCHES BLOCKCHAIN APP FOR
REMOTE STATE SERVICES

tokenized securities and
will bring digital assets
closer to traditional
financial instruments.
German regulators'
proactivity may shape

by Lacie-Mae Durham, writing for Coinlist

the future of
cryptocurrency for the

Local authorities in Kaga City, in the Ishikawa Prefecture of Japan, now use
a blockchain-powered app called the Local Government Form Electronic Application
(LoGo). It will be in charge of running the city’s key administrative procedures.

whole planet.

WHAT'S ON
THE IPOD
Harry Sudock of Griid
discusses what the first
seven months of 2020

CRYPTO-MINING WORM STEAL AWS
CREDENTIALS
by Catalin Cimpanu, writing for Zero Day

have meant for Bitcoin
and mining in

Security researchers have discovered what appears to be the first crypto-

general. Listen to it here to

mining malware operation that contains functionality to steal AWS credentials

find out more.

from infected servers.

WHY CRYPTOCURRENCY IS MAKING
ONLINE GAMING SAFER
by Jeremy Banks, writing for The Blockchain Land
The world of online gaming has always brought certain fears around safety
for players, but cryptocurrency is helping to make it a more secure place for
everyone.

HOW 1 LINE OF
CODE
DESTROYED $60
MILLION WORTH
CRYPTO COINS IN
35 MINS

WELCOME
UKRAINIAN MARKET ATTRACTIVE FOR MONEY
LAUNDERERS DUE TO WEAK REGULATIONS
by Coin Idol

by Manisha Priyadarshini,
writing for Fossbytes

Ukrainian cryptocurrency market is under-regulated and therefore attractive for

A single line bug in the

exposed a gang that has laundered about $42 million using cryptocurrency.

those wishing to take advantage of it for criminal purposes. Recently, law enforcers

code cause the currency
to collapse and YAM’s
market cap went to zero
in just 35 minutes.

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

ING BANK, ROLLS ROYCE JOIN ALLIANCE
TO PROMOTE BLOCKCHAIN EDUCATION
by Sebastian Sinclair, writing for Nasdaq
Banking giant ING Bank and luxury car and aerospace firm Rolls Royce are two of
the household names joining an initiative to better promote blockchain education
and research.

